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ICC BASIS input to CSTD for the preparation of the UN 
Secretary-General’s report assessing the progress made 
in 2019 in the implementation of the outcomes of WSIS 

Part One: Introduction 

The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), with its global business membership of over 6 
million companies of all sizes and across all sectors spanning more than 100 countries, has 
been actively engaged on behalf of the private sector through all stages of the WSIS process 
from its inception and is a firm supporter of the WSIS action lines and overall vision.  

ICC’s Coordinating Committee of Business Interlocutors (CCBI) coordinated the involvement of 
global business at the WSIS events in 2003 and 2005. Business leaders expressed the need for 
continued global coordination of business interests in global processes established by the 
Summit, thus ICC responded to this call by launching its Business Action to support the 
Information Society (ICC BASIS) initiative. Since then, ICC BASIS has been actively engaged in 
all WSIS-related events and forums, present at all Internet Governance Forums (IGF), at 
Commission on Science and Technology for Development (CSTD) meetings, and the other 
annual and special WSIS follow-up events hosted by United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) and International Telecommunications Union (ITU) respectively and collectively.  

ICC BASIS contributions serve as primary resources for business expertise for governments, 
international organizations and other stakeholders. The organization has demonstrated a 
consistently strong commitment to both voice the perspectives of businesses worldwide and to 
work cooperatively across all stakeholders to support and advocate for effective and impactful 
multistakeholder approaches to Internet governance issues.  

We welcome this opportunity to share our reflections on the progress made in 2019 in the 
implementation of the WSIS outcomes. 

Part two of this contribution looks at how business, as a critical actor in innovation, technology 
development and infrastructure deployment for Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICTs), has contributed to the furthering of the WSIS vision and how the multistakeholder 
approach was critical in achieving these results. 

Part three aims to highlight the contributions of business to the advancement of the WSIS 
targets and the policy steps needed to allow business to continue this work.  

Part Two: trends and experiences in implementation  

In the past years substantial progress has been made on the WSIS vision. ICTs have had an 
impact on social and economic development since 2005 that cannot be overstated. ICT is now 
widely recognized as a critical enabler of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, 
equipping societies with tools to relieve poverty, access education, provide healthcare and 
reduce CO2 emissions, just to name a few. In addition, as both Internet access and use have 
increased, it has resulted in the growth of nearly every sector of every economy around the 
world, and supported the development of new products, services, and business models. It has 
also enabled businesses of all sizes, especially individual entrepreneurs and small and medium 
enterprises, to reach users all over the world with increasing ease.  
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WSIS has increased awareness of the potential benefits ICTs can bring to populations around 
the world. The underlying principles of the Geneva Declaration and Tunis Agenda have 
catalysed progress through the action lines and promoted efforts to address digital divides and 
harness ICTs for poverty reduction and economic development. 

The private sector has been an important actor in deploying Internet-related infrastructure and 
innovating and delivering a wide range of ICT applications and services. As a result of these 
investments, local and global digital ecosystems have flourished – developing both the demand 
and supply sides of national economies. Business initiatives and investment have contributed to:  

- The dramatic improvement in global connectivity and meaningful access to ICTs: 
the private sector plays a pivotal role in deploying Internet-related infrastructure and 
delivering a wide range of ICT services. Advances pioneered by business in mobile 
broadband (4G and 5G) and next-generation satellite technologies continue to catalyse 
the delivery of digital services, going hand in hand with the growing Internet of Things 
and Artificial Intelligence to support educational initiatives, small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs), as well as all individuals, to become producers of locally relevant 
services and information worldwide. 

  

Illustrative projects led or supported by the private sector: 

Microsoft’s Airband Initiative grew out of an initial desire to help provide Internet access to  people 

living in rural communities of the United States without access to high-speed broadband connections. 

In October 2019, Microsoft broadened its goals beyond the US with a target of extending Internet 

access to 40 million unserved and underserved people around the globe by July 2022. Through this 

initiative Microsoft partners with equipment makers, internet and energy access providers, and local 

entrepreneurs to make affordable broadband access a reality for communities around the world. 

Telefonica, Facebook, IDB Invest, CAF (Development Bank of Latin America) launched Internet 

Para Todos (IpT) Peru, an open access wholesale rural mobile infrastructure operator which aims to 

help bridge the digital divide in Latin America. The goal is to bring mobile broadband to remote 

populations where conventional telecom infrastructure deployment is not yet economically feasible. 

Amazon’s Project Kuiper aims to provide affordable high-speed, low-latency broadband connectivity 

worldwide with 3,236 satellites providing service to the unserved and underserved globally. The Kuiper 

System is also looking to help bridge gaps in coverage by complementing the efforts of terrestrial fixed 

and mobile carriers and reaching some of the most remote and hard-to-reach areas. In addition to 

increasing the reach and functionality of broadband offerings, Amazon plans to support terrestrial 

operators by providing backhaul services. With the Kuiper System, Amazon, directly and in 

partnership with terrestrial operators, works to help close the digital divide and unleash opportunities 

for learning, employment, entrepreneurship, communication and economic growth. 

The Walt Disney Company and Triggerfish, Africa’s leading animation studio, partnered to help 

support the development of relevant local content, that in turn impacts Internet growth. In 2016, ABC 

Studios, The Walt Disney Studios, and Disney Channels came together to support The Triggerfish 

Story Lab, a public-private initiative in South Africa led by Triggerfish Animation Studios and South 

Africa’s Department of Trade and Industry (DTI). The goal of the Triggerfish Story Lab was to 

identify and support the next generation of storytellers in the region. The Triggerfish Story Lab 

provided a unique opportunity to discover Africa’s next generation of storytellers, particularly 

storytellers from historically excluded and underrepresented groups, and provided an opportunity for 

their work to find an audience across the globe. Triggerfish Animation Studios selected four features 

and four TV series for development as a result of the Triggerfish Story Lab. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/corporate-responsibility/airband
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/corporate-responsibility/airband
https://www.telefonica.com.pe/es/internet-para-todos
https://www.telefonica.com.pe/es/internet-para-todos
https://www.telefonica.com.pe/es/internet-para-todos
https://www.telefonica.com.pe/es/internet-para-todos
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- Capacity and innovation improvements that in turn contribute to flourishing 
entrepreneurship with notable examples in developing and least developed 
countries: business also contributes to encouraging access through capacity building 
and education initiatives, promoting innovation, public-private research and development 
partnerships, where businesses work with other stakeholders. Examples of the Internet 
catalysing capacity can be seen in initiatives that use connectivity to empower women, 
girls, and all youths with appropriate skills, education and health knowledge etc.1 In 
addition, the Internet can be used to provide mobile money services that lower barriers of 
access to financial services in developing or rural areas. The proliferation of applications, 
technologies for smart cities, energy, water etc., data analytics and research 
collaboration should also be noted as the Internet speeds up capacity by advancing and 
enriching global and shared research and development output. 

- Fostering an inclusive information society, supporting every person to become not 
only ICT-capable, but to use ICT tools to improve their social, economic and 
personal connections and become active citizens: business is investing in extensive 
community-oriented training to enhance the use of enabling technology, especially 
among marginalized groups. The Internet helps bring increased attention to initiatives 
that enable groups that would otherwise face barriers to development including education 
due to a disability, their gender, race, class, age etc.  

Private sector initiatives are also reinforcing the importance of partnerships and inclusive 
approaches as many programmes encourage an entire lifetime attitude to training and 
awareness-raising.2 Business often collaborates with local communities, governments, as well 
as global organizations and has considerable knowledge and expertise in addressing the digital 
divides.3 

Part Three: A brief description of: 

(a) Innovative policies, programmes and projects which have been undertaken by all 

stakeholders to implement the outcomes.  

Sustainable private sector investment will continue to be an important factor in pursuing further 
economic and social development. Aligning public policies that promote rather than deter 
investment in infrastructure and technologies to enable new applications and services is 
paramount. This will not only benefit countries and citizens to help meet the entire range of 
sustainable development goals, but also free up valuable scarce government resources, 
especially in developing countries. Large-scale private sector investments in building out the 

                                                           
1 http://www.amakomaya.com/en  
2 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/DigitalLiteracy/casestudies.aspx  
3 https://www.telefonica.com/en/web/public-policy/blog/article/-/blogs/ict-and-social-innovation-the-m-inclusion-project  

Illustrative projects led or supported by the private sector: 

In the summer of 2019 ICC, in collaboration with the B20, set up the Trade Dialogues online 

platform to spark conversations on electronic commerce, investment facilitation, micro, small and 

medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) and sustainable development. The platform aims to identify 

good regulatory examples on each issue and suggest specific legal texts which could help WTO 

members in discussing new rules in these areas.  

ICC partnered with the Cyber Readiness Institute (CRI) to provide a comprehensive cybersecurity 

training programme to MSMEs in its network. CRI is an initiative that convenes business leaders 

from across sectors and geographic regions to share resources and knowledge that inform the 

development of free cybersecurity tools for small and medium-sized businesses. By advancing the 

cyber readiness of small and medium-sized businesses, the initiative aims to improve the security of 

global value chains. 

http://www.amakomaya.com/en
http://www.amakomaya.com/en
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/DigitalLiteracy/casestudies.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/DigitalLiteracy/casestudies.aspx
https://www.telefonica.com/en/web/public-policy/blog/article/-/blogs/ict-and-social-innovation-the-m-inclusion-project
https://www.telefonica.com/en/web/public-policy/blog/article/-/blogs/ict-and-social-innovation-the-m-inclusion-project
https://tradedialogues.org/about-trade-dialogues/
https://tradedialogues.org/about-trade-dialogues/
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broadband infrastructure and delivering benefits of ICTs have already enabled governments 
(and will increasingly do so) to deploy resources in important, critical areas such as delivering 
primary health-care services and basic education. 

Policies designed to further the WSIS targets and address the barriers to access should 
consider a multi-layered framework and holistic approach that takes into account economic, 
technical, socio-cultural, and governance factors. Such policies should: 

- Understand and leverage the potential of ICTs to address digital divides: To this 
end, governments need to be well-informed about how the ICT ecosystem works in 
practice, the barriers to access and how challenges can be overcome. This is especially 
relevant for disruptive and emerging technologies. Policies on infrastructure, applications, 
services and user-engagement all have an important impact on the ICT ecosystem. 
Greater understanding of these issues can equip policymakers with a framework to 
identify appropriate policy approaches.  

For example: The ICC BASIS-led workshop during the 2019 WSIS Forum (Digital 
entrepreneurship to close the connectivity gap)4 explored how new and innovative 
business models can help bridge the connectivity gap by accelerating creative disruption 
and breaking new ground with new approaches and products. 

- Aim to create an enabling environment for investment and innovation: The legal, 
policy and regulatory environments and approaches at national levels should promote 
investment in ICTs and infrastructure, and foster entrepreneurship and innovation. Such 
environments are marked by transparency, accountability and regulatory certainty.  
Enabling environments, created through flexible and light touch public policies that 
enable emerging and innovative technologies and business models, are crucial to 
advance the WSIS targets and fully benefit from the social and economic advantages of 
the Internet.  

For example: Through the course of 2019, ICC issued highly regarded briefings5 to 
inform ongoing WTO talks to establish a new plurilateral agreement on trade and e-
commerce. 

- Promote dialogue and partnerships between all stakeholders: Multistakeholder 
cooperation and engagement to bridge digital divides is vital. With all relevant 
stakeholders consulted, governments will be better equipped to ensure an enabling 
policy environment for sustainable investment in ICTs.  

For example: The ICC BASIS-led workshop during IGF 2019 (Cross-border data: 
connecting SMEs in the global supply chain6) will explore, through an open 
multistakeholder dialogue, how cross-border data flows help enable SMEs to join global 
trade flows; and discuss the importance of preserving privacy and protecting personal 
data. The workshop will provide participants with an improved understanding of both the 
technical and policy elements necessary to support cross-border data flows to enable the 
participation of SMEs in global trade. 

(b) Future actions or initiatives to be taken, regionally and/or internationally, and by all 

stakeholders to improve the facilitation and ensure full implementation in each of the 

action lines and themes, especially with regard to overcoming those obstacles identified 

in Part Two above.  

Access to an open and inclusive Internet is the central issue of our time, and a fundamental tool 
enabling free speech and empowering people in the 21st century. In 2018, 51.2% of the world’s 
population was connected to the Internet, almost 60% of households had Internet connection 

                                                           
4 https://www.itu.int/net4/wsis/forum/2019/ar/Agenda/ViewSession/247 
5 https://iccwbo.org/content/uploads/sites/3/2019/06/2019-e-commerce-5-asks.pdf 
6 https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/igf-2019-ws-184-crossborder-data-connecting-smes-in-
the-global-supply-chain 

https://www.itu.int/net4/wsis/forum/2019/ar/Agenda/ViewSession/247
https://www.itu.int/net4/wsis/forum/2019/ar/Agenda/ViewSession/247
https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/igf-2019-ws-184-crossborder-data-connecting-smes-in-the-global-supply-chain
https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/igf-2019-ws-184-crossborder-data-connecting-smes-in-the-global-supply-chain
https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/igf-2019-ws-184-crossborder-data-connecting-smes-in-the-global-supply-chain
https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/igf-2019-ws-184-crossborder-data-connecting-smes-in-the-global-supply-chain
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and nearly 96% of the world’s population lives within reach of mobile cellular network7.  
Connecting those who are not yet connected is not only the greatest opportunity for the 
continued development of the Internet, but also increasingly important if we are to avoid an 
exacerbated digital divide.  

The unconnected population is disproportionately female, elderly, less educated, lower income 
and rural. Despite impressive advances in global connectivity, more must be done to address 
the challenges that prevent them from benefitting from the Internet. They are the ones that have 
most to gain from the broad social and economic benefits the Internet can bring: greater 
economic opportunities, reducing poverty and hunger,8 improved access to healthcare and 
education services,9 and increased empowerment and opportunities for women.10 Studies 
suggest that a 10% increase in broadband penetration in developing countries is correlated with 
a 1.35% increase in GDP.11 Specific and adapted programs should be fostered to address these 
populations.  

Challenges to connectivity can take various forms including: proximity of infrastructure for 
access, cost of access, lack of digital skills, and inability to find content that is relevant and 
available in local languages. To address these, business supports the various activities currently 
being undertaken in forums that encourage multistakeholder collaboration to tackle issues and 
provide resources and policy options for all stakeholders to overcome challenges.  

In the last two decades, the private sector has played an important role in deploying Internet-
related infrastructure and delivering a wide range of ICT services. Going forward, private sector 
investment in infrastructure deployment and innovation will need to increase even more rapidly. 
ICC is committed to promoting public policies that enable sustainable investment in expanding 
networks and ICT services, that can create a platform for inclusive social and economic growth 
and access to education, healthcare and financial services. ICC’s Make technology work for all 
campaign (to be launched at IGF 2019) aims to promote ICC’s work in this area as well as to 
mobilize our global business network to achieve meaningful connectivity targets. 

Policymakers can benefit from close cooperation with business and other stakeholders to ensure 
that the legal, policy and regulatory approaches implemented will prepare them to maximize the 
Internet broadband and data opportunities. To achieve these goals, it is crucial that the future of 
the Internet be shaped through an open, inclusive and truly multistakeholder process. 
Multistakeholder collaboration is essential to maximizing the potential of ICT while addressing 
issues that are relevant locally and respect local cultural and social norms. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
7 ITU: https://www.itu.int/en/mediacentre/Pages/2018-PR40.aspx  
8 World Bank, World Development Report 2016 
9 World Bank, World Development Report 2016 
10 Melhem, Samia, Claudia Morrell, and Nidhi Tandon. 2009. “Information and Communication Technologies for 
Women’s Socioeconomic Empowerment.” 
11 Colin Scott (2012): Does broadband Internet access actually spur economic growth? Available at 
http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/~rcs/classes/ictd  

https://www.itu.int/en/mediacentre/Pages/2018-PR40.aspx
http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/~rcs/classes/ictd
http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/~rcs/classes/ictd
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--- 

About the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) 

The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) is the world’s largest business organization 
representing more than 45 million companies in over 100 countries. ICC’s core mission is to 
make business work for everyone, every day, everywhere. Through a unique mix of advocacy, 
solutions and standard setting, we promote international trade, responsible business conduct 
and a global approach to regulation, in addition to providing market-leading dispute resolution 
services. Our members include many of the world’s leading companies, SMEs, business 
associations and local chambers of commerce 

www.iccwbo.org 

@iccwbo 

http://www.iccwbo.org/
http://www.iccwbo.org/

